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Black Boy For Richard, the significance of life lies in the precise 

demonstration of striving to discover the importance of life. This thought is 

fundamental to existentialism, a school of twentieth-century philosophical 

thought to which Wright attributed later in his life. Existentialism affirms that

large portions of the most significant decisions we have to make in life, for 

example, whether to trust in God or whether to put stock in adoration have 

no discerning or goal support (Wright 52). Such thoughts of levelheadedness 

and objectivity are just the innovations of humanity. The main thing that 

people can know is that which they can watch straightforwardly. 

Existentialist thought likewise holds that we can make life compelling 

through singular inventiveness and through the animated acknowledgement 

of our own made toward oneself qualities. This is clear because Richard is 

never just trying to survive, he wants to live a fulfilling life and he has a 

philosophical view of life. 

In Black Boy, Wright guarantees that " no training could ever adjust" his 

decision that the significance of life is detectable " just when one is battling 

to wring an importance out of aimless enduring." Wright composed Black 

Boy throughout 1943–1944, yet came into contact with existentialism late in 

1947, when he moved to Paris. In the wake of gathering two of its real 

defenders, Jean-Paul Sartre and Simone de Beauvoir, Wright came to grasp 

existentialism (Wright 61). He did so not on account of it was stylish in spite 

of the fact that, at the time, it was exceptionally in vogue for sure but since it

resounded with convictions he had constantly held. 
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